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Pulled a cold water/warmwater double header today. Fished the TT section of the Codorus from daybreak until
around 9:00. Fish were going crazy on top, but I couldn't see anything coming off (most risers were in the slower
pools). Put on a parachute adams and immediately picked up three in the first section of stream. Had a
long-distance-release of another really nice fish (17" +). Worked upstream alternating between the adams and a
BHPT size 14. Caught a total of 10-12 mostly in the 6-10 inch range. It was a beautiful summer morning with the
fog on the stream slowly lifting as the sun came up through the trees. The splash of rising fish completed the
scene.
I then headed over to the Conewago to chase some smallies. Had to wait about 20 mins. for a shower to pass,
but it gave me time to rig up my 6 wt. Tied on a black bunny clouser and hit the water. Right away I saw
scattering baitfish all over the place. I don't know if it was the rain, or the cloudy day, but the smallies were
hungry and active. Hooked up within the first few casts and the action continued steadily for the next hour and a
half. It seemed like every spot that should hold a fish did. I had one jump completely out of the water 3 times for
a black popper. This is the first time this year that I've been out for smallies, and I forgot how much fun they are!
Ended up with about 15 in the short time I was out. Looking forward to getting out again soon.
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